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INTRODUCTION

SEVEN BRIDGES is a roll-and-write dice drafting game in which players explore the historic city of
Königsberg, coloring in the streets they have seen on their maps. Points are earned by visiting different parts
of the city, but the various ways of earning them are only unlocked by crossing the city’s seven bridges.
Please note that these instructions use the terms die (singular) and dice (plural).

COMPETITIVE SOLO PLAY
In competitive solo play, people from around the world compete to see who can score the most points using a
set of predetermined dice rolls and the same starting location. The winner receives an exclusive Seven Bridges
microbadge for their BoardGameGeek profile!
The main differences between competitive solo play and standard solo play are:
•
•
•

The dice rolls and starting square are predetermined.
The dice cannot be re-rolled.
You do not calculate Euler’s score.

Since dice rolls in competitive solo play are predetermined, you do not need to provide dice.

PLAYING TIME
A competitive solo game takes approximately 20 to 30 minutes to play.

ELIGIBILITY
This competition is open to individuals who own a retail copy of Seven Bridges and individuals who backed the
Kickstarter campaign at the following pledge levels:
•
•
•
•

Print and Play is how I Roll (and Write)
Take a Stroll With Us
Dê uma Volta com a Gente
The Cartographer’s Bundle

Please ensure that you are using the latest version of the print-and-play files, as shown on the cover page of the
PDF file. (Last update: December 20, 2019.)

PRIZES
The winner will receive an exclusive Seven Bridges microbadge for their BoardGameGeek profile, or the
equivalent value in GeekGold.

REQUIREMENTS
To participate you will need:
•
•
•

one map sheet (retail or print-and-play version),
the current competition sheet (available on Facebook and BoardGameGeek), and
a Facebook or BoardGameGeek account to submit your score.

In addition, if you submit a high score you will be asked to provide photos of your map and competition sheet
for validation in order to receive your prize.
The example competition sheet used in these instructions can be found at the end of the document. Use it to
practice for the official competitions which will start in January 2020!
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COMPETITION SHEET
The competition sheet has seven main
elements:
1. The month of the competition.
Scores must be submitted no later
than 23:59:59 (GMT) on the last day
of the competition.
2. The game’s starting square.
This is the ‘free’ map square that
should be filled in before drafting
your first die.
3. Special requirements.
If you need to fulfill any special
requirements like See at least 30
trees, they will be listed here.
4. The designer’s score.
This is the score that you need to
beat in order to submit your result to the competition. Can you do better than the game’s designer?
5. The dice rolls.
These are the dice that were pre-rolled for each turn. Whenever Euler drafts a die, he will always take the
leftmost one available in that row. Dice that are impossible for you to draft – because Euler will draft them
before you can – have been grayed out. Turns where Euler drafts first have been marked by an asterisk (*).
6. The distribute dice bonuses.
If you use a ‘distribute dice’ bonus during this turn, color in the symbol in that turn’s row. If there are turns
at the start of the game in which this bonus cannot be used, the symbol has been crossed out.
7. Photographic evidence icons.
Show your work! The only way that we can authenticate your winning score is if you submit a photo of the
map as it appears at the end of each round, and a photo of your competition sheet at the end of the game.

HOW TO PLAY
We recommend playing against Euler a few
times to get a feel for standard solo play
before trying competitive solo play.
First, print the current competition sheet
from the Seven Bridges’ BoardGameGeek
forums or Facebook group. Then prepare
your map by filling in the starting square
as shown on the competition sheet, and
four spaces in each round of the turn
tracker.
The following pages will walk through two
rounds of play. In our example the game’s
designer is taking on Euler.
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The order of dice drafted in the first turn of
the first round is shown above. Dice are
colored in if they are drafted by Ronald, or
crossed out if drafted by Euler.
In our example Ronald started the game by drafting a
die, which he added to his map to the right of the
starting square. Euler then drafted the
die that Ronald couldn’t choose at the beginning of the game due to
the location of the starting square. Ronald drafted another
die, adding it to the map square above the
bridge. Euler drafted the other
die. Ronald drafted a
to cross the bridge, and Euler was left with the
remaining
die.
The turn complete, Ronald fills in one space on the turn tracker.

In the second turn of the first round, Euler
drafts first and takes a
die. Ronald
drafts the other
die and adds it to the
left of the game’s starting square. Euler
then drafts a
die. Ronald drafts the
other
die and adds it to the map square
containing landmark D; he chooses a
die as his bonus from the IMMEDIATE USE column and adds it to the
map square below bridge N° 7. Euler drafts the
die. Ronald takes the remaining
die and adds it to the
square containing landmark G; he chooses a
die as his bonus from the IMMEDIATE USE and adds it to the
map square directly above bridge N° 6.
The turn complete, Ronald fills in the next space on the turn tracker. The round completed, he also takes a
photo of the map sheet.
Remember that Euler always drafts a grayed-out die as his first die of that turn.
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In the first turn of the second round, Euler
drafts first and takes a
die. Ronald
drafts the other
die and uses it to cross
bridge N° 6. Euler then drafts a
die.
Ronald decides to draft one of the
dice
and connects it to his previous line. Euler
drafts the
die. Ronald takes the other
die and adds it to the square containing
landmark E; he chooses to reserve his first
‘distribute dice’ bonus, filling in its symbol
in the RESERVED USE column.
The turn complete, Ronald fills in one
space on the turn tracker.

In the second turn of the second round,
Ronald drafts first. But before drafting, he
opts to use his reserved ‘distribute dice’
bonus. Ronald fills in the symbol in this
turn’s row on the competition sheet and
also the arrow next to the filled-in symbol
in the RESERVED USE column. Then he
drafts the three dice he wants: a
die, a
die and a
die, connecting them to his
network on either side of bridge N° 3. The
remaining three dice are Euler’s, and are
crossed out.
The turn complete, Ronald fills in the next
space on the turn tracker. The round
completed, he also takes a photo of the
map sheet.
After five rounds Ronald was able to visit
about half the city of Königsberg, crossing
six of the seven bridges and seeing nine of
the city’s eleven landmarks.
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SCORING
At the end of five rounds, calculate your
total score exactly as you would in a
multiplayer game. You do not have to
calculate Euler’s score, as it has no bearing
on the results of the competition.

SUBMITTING YOUR SCORE
If you were able to surpass the designer’s
score and would like to participate in the
competition, simply submit your score as a
comment on that month’s Facebook post
or BoardGameGeek forum. DO NOT POST
IMAGES OF YOUR MAP. Scores must be
submitted no later than 23:59:59 (GMT) on
the last day of the competition.
You may submit your score once and
only once per competition. You may
not update or delete your submission
in order to submit a new score later in
the competition.
After the competition ends, submitted
scores will be ordered from highest to
lowest, with identical scores sorted by
earliest submitted. The winning score
is the first from the list that can be
authenticated.
When asked to authenticate your high
score, you will be given 72 hours to
provide photos of your map sheet at
the end of each round, as well as a
photo of your competition sheet.
Otherwise it will be impossible to
authenticate your score.
If the first score on the list cannot be
authenticated – due to a gameplay error, an incorrect score or for any other reason – we will work our way
down the list until a score can be authenticated and declared the winner.

ABOUT THE MAP
The game’s map was inspired by the beautiful, highly detailed map of Königsberg produced by renowned
German cartographer Johann Homann (1664 – 1724) for his Grand Atlas of all the World, which shows the city
as it was when Euler resolved the Seven Bridges problem.

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Ron Halliday is a professional cartographer with more than twenty years of experience making maps for
clients from China to Peru and many locales in between. Ron has been designing board games since 2015, and
SEVEN BRIDGES is the first one that combines both his passions.
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